
 
LED Backlight X-Ray Viewer Box (2 Bay) 

Features 

◆ LED Light, bright immediately, bright and with 20000 hours life 

◆ Special Diffuser, making a regular luminous density, and the accordant 

luminance from the 4 ends to the center of the X-ray Viewer Box house 

◆ Colour Temperatures:6200K 

◆ Glare-free Reading, 4 shutters around the X-ray Viewer Box house are used to 

adjust the Image Area, which can be diminished from the full Image Area to the 

minimum 60 x 60mm., but with shape-edge collimation even of small Image Areas, 

so that the doctor can read more carefully and make the right judgment 

◆ Durable House, five layers of fancy electrostatic spraying, making the house 

anti-scratch, abrasion resistant and anti-corrosion, furthermore, the outer layer of 

the house is made of high strength tempered glass while the inter layer is made of 

high quality rubber sheet 

◆ Types: Wall-mounted or Desktop 

◆ Bay: 2 bays 

 

 

Model: HP-OR-XB2  

Size: 1000(w) x 625(h) x 102(d)  

 

 



 
 

LED Backlight X-Ray Viewer Box (3 Bay) 

Features 

◆ LED Light, bright immediately, bright and with 20000 hours life 

◆ Special Diffuser, making a regular luminous density, and the accordant 

luminance from the 4 ends to the center of the X-ray Viewer Box house 

◆ Colour Temperatures:6200K 

◆ Glare-free Reading, 4 shutters around the X-ray Viewer Box house are used to 

adjust the Image Area, which can be diminished from the full Image Area to the 

minimum 60 x 60mm., but with shape-edge collimation even of small Image Areas, 

so that the doctor can read more carefully and make the right judgment 

◆ Durable House, five layers of fancy electrostatic spraying, making the house 

anti-scratch, abrasion resistant and anti-corrosion, furthermore, the outer layer of 

the house is made of high strength tempered glass while the inter layer is made of 

high quality rubber sheet 

◆ Types: Wall-mounted or Desktop 

◆ Bay: 3 bays 

 

 

Model: HP-OR-XB3 

Size: 1300(w) x 630(h) x 102(d) mm 

 

 


